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Abstract 
By an (m, p, c)-system we mean a choice of an (m, p, c)-set for each (m, p, c) ~ N 3 together with 
all finite sums choosing at most one number  from each (m,p,c)-set. Here we investigate the 
canonical situation for arbitrary colorings of an (re, p, c)-system. 
1. Introduction 
The subject area known as Ramsey Theory apparently began with the 1892 result of 
Hilbert [6]: If the set N of positive integers is divided into finitely many classes there 
are arbitrarily large finite sets B and infinitely many translates t with t + FS(B) 
contained in one class. (For any set of integers, finite or infinite, FS(B)  = {S F :F  is 
a finite nonempty subset of B}, where Y~ F = ~y~F f )  There followed many other 
results about finite partitions including Schur's theorem, van der Waerden's theorem, 
and Ramsey's theorem (see [5]). 
A convenient way to partition into finitely many classes is by way of a function. The 
values of the function are often thought of as 'colors'. Viewed in this way Ramsey's 
theorem says: Given any k,r ~ N and any f :  [N]k ~ {1,2, ... ,r} there is an infinite 
A ~ N such that f i s  constant on [A] k. (Here [A] k = {B:B  ~ A and IBI -- k}.) If one 
allows infinitely many colors, the result clearly fails. For example, one may provide 
each pair with its own color. Alternatively, for x < y one could let f ({x ,y})  = x and 
9({x, y}) = y. The subject of canonical partition relations began with the 1950 result 
of Erd6s and Rado [4] which says, in the case k = 2, that these are the only 
possibilities: Let f :  [N] 2 ~ ~. There exists an infinite A ~_ N such that one of four 
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'canonical' situations holds: 
(1) f i s  constant on [A] 2, 
(2) f i s  one-to-one on [A] 2, 
(3) for B, C • [A] 2, f (B)  =f(C)  if and only if minB = min C, 
(4) for B, C • [A] 2, f (B)  =f(C)  if and only if maxB = max C. 
We will also be interested in a canonical version of van der Waerden's theorem 
(which says, you will recall, that if N is finitely colored, one color class contains 
arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions). The canonical version, due to Erd6s and 
Graham [3], says that if f :  N --* N, there are arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions 
on which f is either one-to-one or constant. 
We are interested here in a canonical version for colorings of (m, p, c)-systems. 
Recall that the (m, p, c)-sets introduced by Deuber [1] characterize the partition 
regular systems with integer coefficients. Given integers m, p, and c, an (m, p, c)-set is 
a set of positive integers of the form {cxt + ~i~=,+12ixi:t • {1,2 . . . .  ,m} and for 
i • {t + 1 . . . . .  m}, 2i • Z and 12~[ ~< p} for some xl, x2 . . . . .  xm in N. (We will modify 
the form of this definition in Section 2.) Deuber's theorem says that, given any r • N 
and any ml, pl, Cl • N there exist m2, P2, c2 • IN so that whenever an (m2,P2  , C 2)-set is 
r-colored, one color class will contain an (m~, p~, c,)-set. The canonical version of this 
theorem [8] has, for an arbitrary coloring, the expected two clauses: 
(1) f i s  constant on an (ma, Pa,Cx)-set, 
(2) f i s  one-to-one on an (mx,Px,Cl)-set. 
And here, in addition, a third clause: 
(3) there is an (ml,pl,cl)-set such that for a, b in this set, f(a) =f(b)  if and only if 
m _1_ m a = cx, + 5~i=,+ 1 2ixi and b = cxt ~i=,+ 17ixi for the same value of t. 
By an (m, p, c)-system we mean a choice of some (m, p, c)-set for each (m,p,c)• N a 
together with all finite sums choosing at most one member from each (re, p, c)-set. In 
[-2] it was shown that (rn, p, c)-systems are partition regular in the sense that each finite 
coloring of N has one color class containing an (m, p, c)-system. In I-7] we established 
the stronger partition regularity property: If any (m, p, c)-system is finitely colored, one 
color class contains an (m, p, c)-system. 
We address here a canonical version of this last result. In so doing we follow 
Taylor's canonical version [-9] of the Finite Sum Theorem: Let B be an infinite subset 
of IN and let f :  FS(B) ~ ~. There is an infinite set C with FS(C) c_ FS(B) so that one 
of the following five cases holds: 
(1) f i s  constant on FS(C), 
(2) f is one-to-one on FS(C), 
(3) for finite F, G c_ C, f(Y~ F) =f(52 G) if and only if minF  = min G, 
(4) for finite F, G ~_ C, f(y~ F) =f(y~ G) if and only if max F = max G, 
(5) for finite F, Gc_C, f (•F )=f (Y ,G)  if and only if m inF=minG and 
max F = max G. 
Since we are aiming for a common generalization of [-8, 9], we might (and indeed we 
did) expect something of the order of 13 clauses (multiplying each of Taylor's 
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conclusions except he 'one-to-one' conclusion by 3). We are instead almost able to 
show that one can get by with six clauses which are effectively Taylor's five clauses 
plus one additional clause. We do show that none of our clauses can be simply 
discarded. 
Unfortunately, we are only 'almost' able to establish that six clauses are enough 
because in one case we need to invoke a conjecture whose validity we cannot establish. 
In Section 5 we present our main results. Section 2 consists of a development of 
some extensive machinery that we will utilize. Section 3 continues this development 
with an investigation of the ability to write elements of (m, p, c)-systems uniquely. 
Section 4 introduces the equivalence classes on which our sixth clause is based. 
2. Background and notation 
We begin by introducing some notation. The symbols are the same as used in [7], 
although details of the definition differ. (We will point out the differences.) 
Definition 2.1. Let (m,p,c) e N 3 and let Y e N m. Define S(m,p,c,;c) = 
{Et{2112ixi+cx,:te{1,2 . . . . .  m} and for l~ i<t ,  )., e {0,1, 2, ...,p}}. A subset 
A c_ N is an (m, p, c)-set if and only if there is some ~ E N" such that A = S(m,p,c, 2). 
This definition differs from that given in [7] (and in our introduction) in two ways. 
First, we reverse the order of summation, putting c last rather than first. This 
insignificant change allows us to clean up several proofs. More substantively, we 
restrict he coefficients 2~ to nonnegative integers. This change is very helpful in our 
discussion of uniqueness of representing an (m, p, c)-system. It is well known that this 
change causes no harm: If S'(m, p, c, 2) refers to the definition in the introduction then 
immediately S(m,p,c,~)~_ S'(m,p,c,Y). On the other hand, given m,p,c and given 
~ N", let p '=(c+ 1).(1 + p),,-1. For i~{1,2 . . . .  ,m} let y i=•i_ l ( l  -+-p)i-tx i. 
Then S'(m,p,c,~) c_ S(m,p',c,Y). 
Another significant change from [-7] is that we no longer choose (m, p, c)-sets for all 
triples (m, p, c). We shall show after the definition that this choice does not weaken our 
results. 
Definition 2.2. (a) For n E N, let re(n) = n, p(n) = n.n!, and c(n) = n!. 
(b) V = I-I.% 1 ~l"~n~. 
(c) Given ~ with ~(n)~ N m~") (such as ~ ~ V) S(Y, n )= S(m(n),p(n),c(n),Yc(n))= 
{Zti=~Ai.;c(n)(i)+c(n).~(n)(t): ~{1,2  . . . .  ,m(n)} and for i~{1,2 . . . . .  t - l ) ,  
;., ~ {0,1 ,2  . . . .  ,p ln))}}.  
(d) Given ~ ~ V and l~ N, FS((S(~,n))~=~)= {Y~n~F W,: F is a finite nonempty 
subset of N and minF  >j l and for each n ~ F, Wn ~ S(Y,n)} and FS((S(Yc, n))~:l) = 
{~]n~V Wn: F is a nonempty subset of {1,2 . . . . .  l) for each n ~ F, Wn ~ S(~,n)}. 
(e) A set B is an (m, p, c)-system if and only if B = FS((S(~, n))~: ~) for some ~ ~ V. 
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Conclusion (a) of the following lemma shows that we lose nothing by restricting to 
(m(n), p(n), c(n))-sets while conclusion (b) provides our motivation for doing so. 
Lemma 2.3. (a) Let (m,p,c) • ~3. There exists k • ~ such that for any n >t k and any 
~c • ~ mt~), S(~, n) contains an (m, p, c)-set. 
(b) Let n • t~, and let ~ • ~mt.+ l). There exists ~ • Nmtn) with S(~,n) ~_ S(~,n + 1). 
Proof. (a) Let k • t~ with k >~ max{m,p/c} such that c divides k! and let n/> k. Let 
• N ~t~) and define ~ • N ~ by ~ (i) = (c(n)/c).~(i). (Since n ~> k and c divides k! we 
have c divides c(n). Since re(n)= n >~ m we have that ~(i) is defined for all 
i • { 1, 2, . . . ,  m}.) We claim S(m, p, c, Y) ~ S(~, n). To see this let t • { 1, 2 . . . . .  m} and for 
i •{1 ,2 , . . . , t -1 )  (if any) le t  2 ,•{0,1 ,2  . . . . .  p}. Then E'i-~2,~(i)+c~(t)= 
El-~ (2, "c(n)/c). ~(i) + c(n). ~(t) and for each i, 2,. c(n)/c • N u {0} and 2,'c(n)/c <~ 
(p/c)" c(n) <<, n.c(n) = p(n). 
(b) Observe that n + 1 > max {m(n),p(n)/c(n)} and c(n) divides (n + 1)! so the 
proof of conclusion (a) applies. [] 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.3(a) we have the following, whose easy proof is 
omitted. 
Theorem 2.4. Let ~ • V. For each (m, p, c) • N a there exists ~(m, p, c) • N m so that given 
any nonempty finite set F ~_ H 3 and given a(m,p,c)• S(m,p,c,~(m,p,c)) for each 
(m,p,c) • F, one has Z~m.p,~)~r a(m,p,c) • FS((S(~,n))~=I). 
Given ~ • V it may well happen that elements of FS( (S(~, n))°°_- i ) can be expressed 
in more than one way. We find it desirable to be able to look at an element of 
FS((S(~,n)),%I) and tell how it was obtained. We address this uniqueness in two 
steps. 
Definition 2.5. V* = {~ • V: for each n • N, each a • S(~, n), and each b • S(~, n + 1), 
if t = max{i: 2 / ~< a}, then 2 t+l divides b}. 
One can easily see by considering the binary expansion of the members of 
FS((S(;c,n)),%I) that if ~ • V*, F and G are finite nonempty subsets of t~, and for 
each n • F, wn • S(~, n) and for each n • G, vn • S(~, n) and ~,~F W. = ~n~6 V,, then 
F = G and each w, = v,. 
Definition 2.6. (a )For  ~e V* and aeFS((S(;c,n))~=l), F(~,a) is the unique 
nonempty finite subset of • and for each n e F(~, a), w(~, a, n) is the unique member of 
S(~, n) such that a = Zn~Ft~,a) W(~, a, n). 
(b) For ~e V* we say ~ refines ~ if and only if ~e V*, FS((S(y,n))~=I)~_ 
FS( (S(~, n))~= 1 ), and for each n • N, each a • S(~, n), and each b • S(~, n + 1) one has 
max F(~, a) < min F(~, b). 
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Letting r = 1 in the following theorem we see that we can restrict our attention to 
members of V*. 
Theorem 2.7. Let r e N, let ~ e V, and let f :  FS((S(~,  n)),%l) ~ {1, 2, . . . ,  r}. There 
exists ~ ~ V* such that FS( (S@, n))~= 1) ~ FS( (S(~, n) )~=l) and f is constant on the 
set FS( ( S(~,n) ,~= x ). I f  ~ ~ V*, ~: may be chosen so that ~ refines Yc. 
Proof. [7, Theorem 2.7]. []  
3. Strong uniqueness of representation 
Even for ~ e V*, we may not have complete uniqueness of expression that is, 
members of S(~, n) may be expressible is several different ways in terms of the 
coefficients 21. 
We now define a class W ___ V*, show that members of W satisfy strong uniqueness 
of representation, that given any ~ ~ V* there is some ~ ~ W such that ~ refines 2, and 
that if ~ e W and ~ refines ~ then ~ e W. 
Definition 3.1. W = {~e V*: for each ne  N and each i t  {1,2 . . . .  ,m(n)}, ~(n)(i) > 
. -1  x,.,(t) t.p(t)2 "~¢(t)(j) + y,~;1 ~'[t=l /-,j= 1 i n'p(n)2";c(n)(J)} • If i = 1 we take 'y~--11 n'p(n) 2 
7c(n)(j) to be O. 
Lemma 3.2. Let ~ ~ W and let n ~ N and for each t <~ n and each i e { 1, 2, . . . ,  m(t) }, let 
2t.i and 7t.i be in {0, 1,2 . . . .  t. p(t)2}, i f  Z~= l x,m(t) , . n ~ra(t) • z. i :x "~,,i 7c(t)(i) = Y.t=l z.,i=l 7t, i'~'c(t)(i) 
then for each t ~ {1,2, ... ,n} and each i ~ {1,2, ... ,m(t)}, 2t, i = 7,,,. In particular, the 
coefficients in the definition of FS( ( S(7¢, n) ) ~= l ) are all unique. 
Proof. Agree that (t, i) < (s, j )  if and only if t < s or both t = s and i < j. Suppose that 
the conclusion fails and pick the largest pair (s,j) such that 2s.j ¢ 7s, j, assuming 
without loss of generality that 2s, j>7~,j .  Then ~(s) ( j )<~(2s . j -~ j )E (s ) ( j )=  
•(t , i )<(s, j )  (~)t,i - -  "~t,i)" ~C(t)(i) ~ •(t , i )<(s, j )  t" p ( t )  2" ~(t)(i) < ~(s)(j), a contradiction. D. 
Define 3.3 makes sense by virtue of Lemma 3.2. 
Theorem 3.4. Let ~ ~ V*. There exists y: e W such that ~ refines 2. 
Proof. We inductively construct ~(n). Let 7(1) = 2(1), and let j(1, 1) = 1. Inductively 
assume we have chosen y(n - 1) and j(n - 1, i) for i t  {1,2, ... ,m(n - 1)}. 
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n-1  Pick j(n, 1) >j(n  - 1,m(n - 1)) such that Yc(j(n, 1))(1) > 2,=1 Y.~'~'I t 'p(t )  2 .y;(t)(i) 
n-  1 ~,m(t) and so that if 2" ~< Y,=I ~i=1 p(t).~(t)( i)  then 2" divides ,2(j(n, 1))(1), and let 
c(j(n, 1)).Yc(j(n, 1))(1). 
f(n)(1) = c(n) 
Given t e {2, 3 . . . .  , re(n))} and given j(n, t - 1) choose j(n, t) > j(n, t - 1) so that 
t -1  
Fc(j(n, t))(t) > ~(n)(1) + ~ n.p(n)  z" ~v(n)(i) 
i=l  
and let ~(n)(t) = ~*i=1 (c( j(n,  i))/c(n))" ;c(j(n, i))(t). 
FS  ~ /S~Yc k ~ "J~"'"~(")) ~for The construction being complete we show that S(~,n) c_ t \  ~ , J /k=jt, , lV 
each n ~ t~. The other required conclusions are then easily established asj(n, i) >/n, so 
c( j (n , i ) ) /c(n)  >~ 1. To this end let t E {1,2 . . . . .  re(n)} and for v~ {1,2, . . . , t -  1} let 
).~ 6 {0, 1 . . . . .  p(n)}. Then 
, - ,  '~  ~ c( j (n ' i ) ) '2~'Yc( j (n, i ) ) (v)  Z 2~" y(n)(v) + c(n)'~(n)(t) = c(n------~ 
v=l  v=l  i=1 
-4- ~ c( j (n, i ) ) 'Yc( j (n, i ) )(t)  
i= l  
i=l ~=i c(n) "2~'~( j (n, i ) ) (v)  
+ c( j(n, i))" ~(j(n,  i)(t) + c(j(n, t))" ~(j(n,  t)(t). 
Then c(j(n, t))" ~(j(n,  t))(t) e S(~,j(n, t)). Also, given i ~< v ~< t - 1, we have 
c( j(n, i)__~) . 2~ <~ c( j(n, i) ) . p(n) = n . c( j(n, i ) ) <~ j(n, i) . c( j(n, i ) ) = p( j(n, i ) ) 
c(n) c(n) 
SO 
,Zl  c( j(n, i)) 
v=i c(n)  
as required. []  
- - "  2v " Yc( j (n, i ) )(v) + c( j(n, i ) )" 7c( j(n, i ) )(t) e S(Tc, j(n, i ) ) 
We see in the next lemma that ifY ~ W and ~ refines ~, a construction similar to that 
used in the proof of Theorem 3.4 is in fact forced on us. 
Lemma 3.5. Let Yc ~ W and let ~ refine ~. Let  n~,  n>l ,  be given. Let 
v ~ {2, 3 . . . . .  re(n)} be given and let H be a nonempty subset of{l ,  2, . . . ,  re(n) - 1} with 
maxH < v. Let a = ~u~H c(n) " ~(n)(u) and let b = c(n) " ~(n)(v). 
(a) For all t ~ F(Yc, a) and all i ~ {1,2, ... ,r(;c,a,t)}, c(n) divides 2(Yc, a,t)(i). 
(b) F(~, a) _~ F(~, b). 
(c) For all t E F(;c, a), r(;c, a, t) < r(Tc, b, t). 
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Proof. Let d = ~,~u f:(n)(u) + c(n)" p(n)(v). Then a, b, d e S(f, n) c_ FS( (S(Y, t ) )L1) .  
Now 
r(~,d,t) 
~ ;4-~, d, t)(O..~(t)(O 
t~F(~.d) i= l 
r(~,.,t) 2(2, a, t)(i) a 
= d = ~)  + b = ~, ~" c(n) _Tc(t)(i) 
teF(~,a) i=1  
r(~, b, t) 
+ ~ ~ 2(~,b,t)(i).~(t)(i) 
tEF(~,b) i=1  
s(O (2(~c,a,t)(i) ) 
= t~ ~ i: ~i \ c(n) + )L(~, b, t)(i) • x(t)(i), 
where G = F(~,a)uF(Yc, b), s(t)= max {r(Tc, a,t), r(Yc, b,t)}, and if say teE(To, a), then 
we have r(~, a, t) = 0 and 2(Y, a, t)(i) = 0 for i > r(~, a, t). Multiplying both extremes of 
the above identities by c(n) we obtain 
rff:, d, t) 
~, ~, e(n).2(Tc, d,t)(i).Tc(t)(i) 
t~F(~,d) i= 1 
s(t) 
= ~ ~, (2(7c, a, t)(i) + e(n). ).(~, b, t)(i))" 7c(t)(i). 
t~G i= 1 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.2 we have F(~,d)= G (since for each t ~ F (~,d)uG some 
coefficient is nonzero) and for each t ~ G, s(t)= r(~,d,t) and for each t ~ G and 
i ~ { 1, 2 . . . .  , s(t) }, c(n). 2(Y, d, t)(i) = 2(~, a, t)(i) + c(n). 2(;¢, b, t)(i). Conclusion (a) then 
follows immediately. 
For  conclusion (b), let t ~ F(~, a) and suppose tCF(;c, b). Then t ~ G and r(~, b, t) = 0 
so r(2, d, t) = s(t) = r(;c, a, t) and 2(~, b, t)(r(~, d, t)) = 0 so c(n). c(t) = 
c(n). 2(Y, d, t)(r(;c, d, t)) = 2(7¢ a, Off (x, d, t)) = 2 (f<, a, t)(r(.~, a, t)) = c(t), a contradic- 
tion. 
To see conclusion (c), let t~F(Yc, a) and let i=r(2,d,t) .  Then c(n).c(t)= 
c(n). 2(E, d, t)(i) =2(~, a, t)(i) + c(n)" 2(~, b, t)(i). Now i = r(~, d, t) = s(t) = max {r(~, a, t), 
r(~, b, t)}. Suppose first r(~, a, t) > r(~, b, t). Then ),(~, b, t)(i) = 0 so c(n)" e(t) = c(t), 
which is a contradiction. Next if r(~, a, t) = r(2, b, t) then c(n). c(t) = c(t) + c(n)" c(t), 
again a contradiction. Thus, r(~, a, t) < r(~, b, t). []  
Given that Y ~ W and ~ refines Y it is immediate that for any n ~ N and any 
a ~ S(~,n), minF(~,a) /> n. We see now that equality can hold only under very 
restricted circumstances. 
Lemma 3.6. Let ;c E W, let ~ refine 7c, let n ~ N], let 
b = c(n)" ~v(n)(l). I f  min F(~, b) = n, then 
(a) for all te  {1,2 . . . . .  n - 1}, ;(t) = ~(t), and 
/¢{1,2 ,  ...,re(n)}, and let 
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l -1  (b) /f l>  1 and a = Y.j=I c(n)'~(n)(j), then either nCF(~,a) or we have for each 
i t  {1,2, ... ,r(~c,a,n)}, 2(~,a,n)(i) = 0 or 2(~,a,n)(i) = c(n). 
Proof. (a) For  t < n, since minF(2,b)  = n, one must have for each i e {1,2 . . . .  ,re(t)} 
that F(~, c(t)" )(t)(i)) = {t}. 
By Lemma 3.5(c) we have for each i e{1 ,2 , . . . ,m( t ) - l}  the relation 
r(~,c(t).~(t)(i),t) < r(~,c(t).~(t)(i + 1), t) so, since r(~,c(t).~(t)(m(t)),t) <<, m(t), we 
must have for each iE{1 ,2  . . . . .  m(t)} that r(Y,c(t).~(t)(i),t)=i. Hence, for 
each i E{1,2, . . . ,m(t )} ,  c(t).~(t)(i)=Z~-=xl2,,j '~c(t)(j)+c(t)'~(i), where 2~,j= 
2(Yc, c(t)'TV(t)(i),t)(j). We claim each 21.j = 0, so that ~(t)(i)= Sc(t)(i) as required. 
Suppose not and pick the least i such that 2i,j 4:0 for somej  < i, and pick suchj. Then 
~(t)(j ) = 7c(t)(j ). Let d = p(t).~(t)(j ) + c(t)'~(t)(i). 
Then 
i -  1 r('~,d,t) 
2i, v'~(t)(v) + c(t).~(t)(i) + p(t) '~(t)( j)  = d = ~ 2(~,d,t)(v)'~(t)(v). 
V=I  V=I  
By Lemma 3.2, since 21,j + p(t) ~ p(t) + p(t) < t.p(t) 2, the coefficients are equal 
and in particular 2(~, d, t)(j) = 2i, j + p(t) > p(t), a contradiction. 
(b) Assume n ~ F(~,a). We have by Lemma 3.5(a) that c(n) divides 2(~,a,n)(i) for 
each i ~ { 1, 2, . . . ,  r(~, an)}. For  each i e { 1, 2 . . . .  , r (Y, a, n)} pick h(i) ~ N u {0} such 
that 2(~,a,n)(i) = h(i).c(n). We show that each h(i)~ {0,1}. Let d = 
l - -1 Y.j=l p(n)'~(n)(j) + c(n)'~(n)(l). Then d = (p(n)/c(n)).a + b, and 
r (~, d, t) 
2 E 
t~F(~,d) i=1  
2(~, d, t)(i). ~(t)(i) = d = ~ .a + b 
r(.~,a,t) 
E Z 
teF(~,a) i= l  
p(n) . 2(~, a, t)(i). ~(t)(i) 
r(.~,a,t) 
+ Z ~ 2(~,b,t)(i)'~(t)(i). 
tEF(Yc,b) i=1  
Again by Lemma 3.2 we have all corresponding coefficients are equal. (The coeffi- 
cients on the right-hand side are at most (p(n)/c(n))'p(t)+ p(t)= (n + 1) 'p ( t )< 
t'p(t)2.) In particular, since n e F(~, a) we have for each i t  {1, 2 . . . .  , r(2, a, n)} that 
2(~, d, t)(i) = (p(n)/c(n))" 2(~, a, t)(i) + 2(Y, b, t)(i) = p(n)" h(i) + 2(Y, b, t)(i). Therefore, 
h(i) <~ 1. 
We are now ready to establish that the process of passing to refinements keeps us in 
the class W. 
Theorem 3.7. Let ~ ~ W and let ~ refine 2. Then ~ e W. 
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Proof.  Let n e N and let I e {1,2 . . . . .  m(n)}. Let b = c(n)'Sv(n)(I). We show first that if 
k e F(~, b) then 
( , )  
C ib ]  k -  1 i~=lm(t) n -  1 m(s) 
c(n) ~" t'p(t)2"x(t)(i) >~ ~ ~ s'p(s)2"y(s)(J)" 
t= l  s= l  j= l  
If  k = n this is immediate f rom Lemma 3.6(a), so we assume k > n. For  each 
s e {1,2, . . . .  ,n - 1},let as ~j=~v mrs) c(s)" y (s ) ( j ) ,  let a(s) = max F(~, as), and let a(0) = 0. 
Then since ~ refines ~ we have for each s that F(~, as) - {a(s - 1) + 1, ~(s - 1) + 
2 . . . . .  a(s)}. Fur ther  ~(n -1)~<k-1 .  Now given s~{1,2 , . . . ,n -1}  and 
t ~ {a(s - 1) + 1, ~(s - 1) + 2, ... ,a(s)} we have s ~< t and hence 
s" p(s) 2 " p(t) t" p(t) 2" c(k) p(s) c (k) 
~< since - s < n < k ~<- -  
c(s) c(n) c(s) c(n) " 
Then we infer 
n-  1 re(s) 
~, ~ s'p(s)2"y(s)(j) 
s=l  j= l  
. -  1 s .  , " s  ~2 ~(~) 
= ~ c(s)V'' " ~, c(s)'y(s)(j) 
s=l  j= l  
" -~ s" w ,"~s~2 
= 
s=l  
"-  ~ s" o ts?  '(~ .... " 
2 2 2 
s = 1 t~F(~,as) i= 1 
2(fc, a~, t)(i)" Yc(t)(i) 
n-1  
2 
s = 1 t~F(Yc, as) 
s 'p(s)  2"p(t) ~(t) 
c(s) . ~ ~(t)(i) 
i=1  
n -  1 ~(s) 
Z 
s=l  t=cqs -  I t+  1 
t 'p ( t )  2" c(k) ,.(t) 
-~)  2 7c(t)(i) 
i=1  
k~l t 'p ( t )  2"c(k) re(t) 
<" ~ni ~ 7c(t)(i) 
t= l  i=1  
and so ( * ) is established. 
Assume now I = 1 and let k = min F(~, b). By (*)  we obtain 
>_ c(k) 
y(n)(1) , /c - -~"  ~c(k)(r(~c, b, k)) 
~> c(~k). ~(k)(1) 
ctn) 
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> c(k) ~- 1 ~(,) 
c~'  ~ ~ t" p(t) 2" 7¢(t)(i) 
t= l  i=1 
n-  1 m(s) 
>/ 2 ~ s'p(s)2"y(s)(J) • 
s=l  j= l  
For 1 > 1 we have 
~(n)(1) - 
1 r(Y:,b,k) 
~ 2(2,b,k)(i).~(k)(i). 
C(n) keF(Y¢,b) i=1 
>>. 1 c(n)" ~ c(k)" ;c(k)(r(;c, b, k)) 
k~F(Tc,b) 
> "--" ~(mm t .p ( t )  ~.7¢(t)(i) 
k~F(Tc, b) ( ) t = i 
V c(k) ,(~,b,k)-I + z.. ~n)" ~ k'p(k)2"x(k)(i)" 
k~V(.~,b) ( ) i= l  
Now 
~', ~ t" p(t) z" ~(t)(i) 
k~F (~,b) i= 1 
n -  1 re(s) 
>1 Z Z Z s'p(s)2"Y(s)(J) 
k~F(Yc,b) s= 1 j= 1 
n-  1 m(s) 
>/ ~ Z s'p(s)2");(s)(J) by(* ) .  
s=l  j= l  
Thus, it suffices to show that 
c(k) .  ,(~,b,k)- 1 ~- 1 
c(n) ~ k'p(k)2"~c(k)(i) >>" 2 n'p(n)2"y(n)(J) •
keF (~,b) i= 1 j= 1 
To this end let a = )2~ -11 c(n)'~(n)(j). Then 
l- 1 n. p(n) 2 
Z n'p(n)2"y(n)(J)= c(n~ "a 
j= l  
n" p(n) z ,(~,.,k) 
= ~ c(n) ~ 2(;qa, k)(i)'Y(k)(i). 
k~F(~,a) i = 1 
Since by Lemma 3.5, F(~, a) _c F(~, b) and r(~, a, k) ~ r(2, b, k) - 1 
k e F(Y,a), it in turn suffices to show that for each k ~ F(Yc, a), 
n" p(n) 2 r(Y¢@,k) c(k) r(~,a,k) 
• ~ k-p(k) 2";c(k)(i). " z.. 2(~, a, k)(i)" ;c(k)(i) <. -~) i= 1 c(n) i=1 
for each 
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I fk  = n, by Lemma 3.6(b) each 2(~,a,k)(i) is equal to 0 or c(n) so this inequality is 
immediate. Then assume k > n. Then given i e {1,2, ... ,r(Tc, a,k)), 2(Y,a,k)(i) <~ p(k) 
and p(n) = n'c(n) < c(n + 1) ~< c(k) so n" p(n)2"p(k)/c(n) <~ k" c(k)2"p(k)/c(n) and the 
inequality follows. []  
4. Equivalence with respect to members of W 
Given ~ ~ W we define an equivalence relation on FS((S(Y,  n)),~= ~ ) which provides 
one of the clauses of our canonization result. 
Definition 4.1. Let ~ s W and let a,b ~ FS((S(~c,n))~=l). Then a .~ b if and only if 
F(~, a) = F(~, b) and r(~, a, n) = r(~, b, n) for each n e F(~, a). 
Thus, to say that a ~ b is to say that a and b are constructed from the same parts of 
the same (m, p, c)-sets. 
Lemma 4.2. Let Yc ~ W, let ~V refine ~, and let a ~ FS((S(~,n)),~=I). 
(a) For neF(~,a) ,  and teF(fc,  c(n)'~(n)(r(y,a,n)), and je{1,2, . . . , r (Yc ,  c(n)" 
y(n)(r(~, a, n)), t)} let ct(n, t, j)  = min {i: t ~ F(~, c(n)" ~(n)(i)) andj <<. r(~, c(n)'(n)(i), t)}. 
Then for each n ~ F(~,a), {(i,t,j): 1 <<. i <<. r(y,a,n) and t ~ F(~c,c(n)" ~(n)(i)) and 1 <~ 
j <~ r(Tc, c(n).~(n)(i),t)} = {(i,t,j): te  F(~c,c(n)'~(n)(r(~,a,n))) and 1 <<.j <<. r(;c,c(n). 
f~(n)(r(~,a,n)),t) and ct(n,t,j) <<. i <~ r(~,a,n)}. 
(b) F(fc, a) = (J.~v(y.,) F(Yc, c(n)" y(n)(r(y, a, n))). 
(c) Given t ~ F(~,a) and n ~ F(y,a), if t ~ F(Yc, c(n). y1(n)(r(y,a,n))), then r(~,a,t) = 
r(fc, c(n)" ~(n)(r(y, a, n)), t). 
Proof. (a) Observe that ~(n, t, j )  ~ r(~, a, n) for each t and j. Now let (i, t, j )  be given 
with 1 <<. i <~ r(~v,a,n) and t e F(~,c(n).~(n)(i)) and 1 <<.j <~ r(~,c(n)'~v(n)(i),t). As 
i<~r(~,a,n) we have by Lemma 3.5(b) that t eF(~,c(n)'~(n)(r(~,a,n))) and by 
Lemma 3.5(c) that j ~< r(~, c(n)" ~(n)(r(~, a, n)), t). That a(n, t, j )  ~< i follows immedi- 
ately from the definition a(n, t,j). 
For the reverse inclusion, let a triple (i,t,j) be given with t sF(~,c(n)" 
~(n)(r(~,a,n)), 1 <~j <<. r(~c,c(n).~(n)(r(~,a,n)),t) and a(n,t, j)  <~ i <<. r(~,a,n). From 
Lemma 3.5 and the definition of a(n,t, j)  we have t~F(Yc, c(n)'~(n)(i)) and 
j <~ r(~, c(n)" ~(n)(i), t). 
We now establish (b) and (c). Observe that for n ~ N and i t  {1,2, ... ,rn(n)}, 
y~(n)(i) = Y" 
teF(~,c(n)'~(n)(i)) 
Then we have 
r(Y~, a, t) 
~ 2(~,a,t) ( j ) 'x(t) ( j )  
t~F(.7,a) j= 1 
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~a 
rff, a, n) 
= ~, ~ 2(~,a,n)(i).~(n)(i) 
neF(7, a) i=1 
r(7, a,n) 
= Z Z Z 
ncF(7,a) i= 1 t~F(Yc, (n).7(n)(i)) 
r(Yqc(n).7(n)(i),t)z 2(~,a,n)(i)" 2(~,c(n)'c(n) ~(n)(i),(t)(j)). • ~(t)(j) 
j= l  
rt.~,ctn).Ttn)(rtT, a, n),t) 
= Z Z Y, 
ncF(7,a); t~F(Yc,c(n)'7(n)(r(7,a,n))) j= 1 
"(7~,, .... ) (.2(~,a,n)(i,. 2(Sc, (n). ~(n)(i),t)(j ) . Tc(t)(J 
i=~(n,t,j) 
where the last equality follows from part (a). Multiplying both extremes by c(n) we get 
r(~,a,O 
~ c(n).2(~c,a,t)(j).~(t)(j) 
tcF(~,a) j= l  
r(~,c(n).~(n)(r(7,a,n),t) 
= Z Y 
ncF(7,a); t¢F(~,c(n).7(n)(r(7,a,n))) j= 1 
r(7,a, n) 
2(7 , a, n)(i) " 2(x, c(n) " y(n)(i), t)( j ) " x( t ) (  j ) . 
i=c~(n,t,j) 
The coefficients of ~(t)(j) on the left-hand side are all at most c(n).p(t) <<. c(t).p(t). 
On the right-hand side the coefficient of Yc(t)(j) is 
r(7,a,n) 
2(7 , a, n)(i )" ,,],(x, c(n) " y(n)( i  ), t)( j ) 
i=at(n,t,i) 
re(a) 
<. ~ p(n)'p(t) = n'p(n)'p(t) <~ t'p(t) 2. 
i=1 
Observe also that for n, s ~ F(~, a), n ¢ s, 
F(~, c(n). ~(n)(r(~, a, n))) c~ F(~, c(s). ~(s) (r(~, a, s))) = 0. 
Thus, by Lemma 3.2 we have 
F(~,a)= U F(Tc, c(n)'~v(n)(r(~v,a,n))), 
n~F(Y~,a) 
since each t on either side has some nonzero coefficient associated with it. Given 
t ~ F(~, a) and j ~ { 1, 2 . . . . .  r(~, a, t)}, if n is the member of F(~, a) with t ~ F(~, c(n)" 
~(n)(r(~, a, n))), then 
,(7 .... ) 2(7, a, n)(i)" 2(.~, c(n)" ~(n)(i), t)(j) 
2(x,a,t)(j) = ~, 
i=~(,,t../) c(n) 
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and if 2(~,a,t)(j) # 0 then necessarily j • {1,2 . . . . .  r(~,c(n).~(n)(r(~,a,n)),t)}. This 
again is from Lemma 3.2. Since 2(~,a,t)(r(~,a,t)) = c(t) # 0 one has 
r(7¢, a, t) <~ r(7¢, c(n)" ~(n)(r(~v, a, n)), t). 
Likewise, i f j  = r(~, c(n)" ~(n)(r(~, a, n)), t) then 
'~Y .... ~ 2( 7, a, n)(i). 2(~, c(n)" y(n)(i), t)(j) 
Y" c(n~ i=a(n,t,j) 
2(~,a,n)(r,(~,a,n)).2(~,c(n).~(n)(r(~,a,n)),t)(j) c n)'c(t) 
>1 - - -  = c(t) 
c(n) c(n) 
so r(~,c(n)'~(n)(r(~,a,n)),t) <~r(~c,a,t). [] 
The following theorem is important o us because we are, in our canonization 
arguments always passing to refinements. 
Theorem 4.3. Let ~ • W, let ~ refine ~, and let a, b • F S ( < S ( y, n) > ~= I ). Then a ~ b if 
and only if a ~ b. 
Proof. Necessity: By Lemma 4.2(b) and (c) we have 
F(~,a) = U F(~,c(n).~(n)(r(~,a,n))) 
neF(~,a) 
= U F(~,  c(n).  ~(n) t r (~,a ,  n))) = Ft~,  b l .  
neF(y,b) 
Now let t ~ F(~, a) and pick n ~ F(~, a) such that t • F(Yc, c(n)" ~(n)(r(~, a, n))). Then we 
have t • F(~, c(n)" ~(n)(r(~, a, n))) and also 
r (~, a, t) = r(~, c(n). ?(n)(r(~, a, n)), t) = r(~, c(n)" ~(n)(r(~, b, n)), t) = r(~, b, t). 
Sufficiency: We show that F(~, a) ~ F(~, b). Let n • F(~, a) and pick any element 
t • F(~,e(n)'~(n)(r(~,a,n))). Then t • F(~,a) so t • F(~,b) and thus by Lemma 4.2 for 
some s • F(~,b), t • F(~,c(s). ~(s)(r(y,b,s))). Now we have c(s)" ~(s)(r(~,b,s)) e S(~,s) 
and c(n)" y~(n)(r(y,, b n)) • S(~, n) and t • F(~, c(s)" ~(s)(r(~, b, s)))n F(~, c(n)" ~(n)(r(~, b, n))) 
so, since ~ refines ~, s = n. Similarly, F(~,b) ~ F(~,a) so F(~,b) = F(~v,a). 
Now let n • F(~, a) and pick t • F(£, c(n)" ~(n)(r(y~, a n))). Then again using Lemma 
4.2 we have r(~, c(n)" ~(n)(r(~, a, n)), t) = r(~, a, t) = r(~, b, t) = r(~, c(n)" ~(n)(r(~, b, n)), t). 
If we had said r(~,b,n)<r(~,a,n)  then by Lemma 3.5(c) we would have 
r(~, c(n)" ~(n)(r(~, b, n)), t) < r(Tc, c(n)" ~(n)(r(~, a, n)), t). Thus r(~, b, n) = r(~, a, n). [] 
We conclude this section by establishing the basis for our ability to dispence with 
the three separate classes from [8] being applied to each (m, p, c)-set. 
Theorem 4.4. Let ;¢ • W. There exists ~ refining ;c so that for any a and b in 
F S( < S(~, n) )~= 1) statements (a)-(d) are equivalent and statements (e)-(h) are equivalent. 
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(a) I f  t = minF(~,a) ,  then t = minF(~,b)  and w(~c,a,t) = w(~,b,t). 
(b) I f  t = min F(Yc, a), then t = min F(Yc, b) and r(~c, a, t) = r(~, b, t). 
(c) min F(~, a) = min F(~, b). 
(d) I fn  = minF(~,a) ,  then n = min V(~,b) and r(~,a,n) = r(~,b,n). 
(e) I f  t = maxF(~,a) ,  then t = maxF(2 ,b )  and w(~c,a,t) = w(~c,b,t). 
(f) I f  t = max F(~c, a), then t = max F(Yc, b) and r(Yc, a, t) = r(~, b, t). 
(g) max F(~, a) = max F(~, b). 
(h) I f  n = maxV(~,a) ,  then n = maxF(~,b)  and r(~,a,n) = r(~,b,n). 
Proof i  Define a sequence (#(n))~= 1, by/~(1) = 1 and #(n + 1) =/ l (n)  + 2re(n) - 1 = 
/~(n) + 2n - 1. 
. . .  = ~#(n)+rn{n)+ j -  2 For  each n ~ • and each j e {1,2, ,re(n)} define ~(n)(j) ~t=u~,)+m~,)-j (c(t)/ 
c(n)) Yc(t)(j). We show first that ~ refines 2. Since F(Y,c(n).y~(n)(m(n)))= 
{#(n),/z(n) + 1, ... ,#(n + 1) - 1} and for j < re(n) we have F(~,c(n).~(n)(j)) 
F(~, c(n)" ~(n)(m(n))), it suffices to show that FS((S(~, n)),~= 1) _c FS((S(~, t))~= 1). To 
see this, it suffices to let n ~ N and show that S(~,n) c FS((S(yc,,~',~"+I>-~). - -  ~ l / t=#(n)  
Let n e ~J and a E S(~, n) be given. Then {(j, t): 1 ~< j ~< r(~, a, n) and #(n) + re(n) - 
j ~ t ~ I~(n) + re(n) + j  - 2} = {(j,t): #(n) + re(n) - r(~,a,n) ~ t <~ I~(n) + re(n) + 
r(~,a,n) - 2 and 1 + ]#(n) + re(n) - t - iI ~j  <. r(~,a,n)} as can be routinely estab- 
lished. Therefore, 
r(y~,a,n) 
a= ~ 2(~,a,n)( j) '~(n)( j)  
j= l  
r(~,a,n) #(n)+m(n)+ j -  2 ~i++x . etL) = ~ ~ 2(y,a,n)( j) .  
j=l t=#(n)+m(n)--j c -~ "~(t)( j)  
= E Z 2(~v,a,n)(j)'~--~ "xtOtj). 
t=#(n)+m(n)-r(y,,a,n) j=  1 +l#(n)+m(n)- t -  iI 
For  each t and j we have 2(~,a,n)(j).(c(t)/c(n)) <~ p(n).(c(t)/c(n)) = n.c(t) <<. p(t). 
Further if j = r(?, a, n), then 2(~,a,n)( j) ' (c(t) /c(n))=c(n).(c(t)/c(n))=c(t)  so 
a e FS((S(~, "~'"("+1)-1~ J/t=u¢n) j as required. 
We now show that the statements (a)-(d) are equivalent, omitting the similar 
verification of the equivalence of (e)-(h). 
Since w(~, a, t) - X' '~'a't)~t~ a, t)(i)" 5~c(t)(i) that (a) implies (b) is trivial as is the fact - -  Z.+i= l .~t~,  
that (b) implies (c). To see that (c) implies (d), let t = min F(~, a) = rain F(~, b). Pick 
n such that/J(n) ~< t </~(n + 1). Then n = rain F (7, a) = min F(~, b). Now as above we 
see that 
r(~,a,n) 
w(~,a,n)= ~, 2(y,a,n)( j ) .~(n)( j )  
j= l  
#(n) + m(n) +r (y ,a ,n ) - -  2 r (~,a ,n)  
= E Z 
t=g(n)+m(n)--r(~,a,n) j= 1 +l#(n)+m(n)- t -  11 
c(t) 
~( y, a, n)( j ) " -7-z " Sc(t)( j ) . 
ctn] 
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Then min F(~, a) = #(n) + re(n) - r(y,a, n). Similarly, min F(~, b) =/z(n) + m(n) - 
r(y, b, n) and hence r(y, a, n) = r(~, b, n). 
Finally, to see that (d) implies (a), let n = minF(y ,a )= min F(~v,b) and assume 
r(y, a, n) = = r(y, b, n). Then 
w(~,~,~) :  y, Z ;.(~,,~, n) ( J )  ~w:~.~, • t ) ( J )  • 
t=u(n)+m(n)-r(~,a,n) j= l +ltt(n)+m(n)-t- ll c[n~ 
Let t =/~(n) + m(n) - r(~, a, n). Then t = min F(~, a) and 
r(~,a,n) 
w(~,  a, t) = 
j= 1 +ll~(n)+m(n)--t- II 
Likewise t = rain F(~, b) and 
r(~.a.n) 
. . . .  c(t) 2(7, a, n)t j )" -~)  " x(t)(  j ) . 
. . . .  c(t) 
w(Tc, b,t) = ~ )~(y ,b ,n ) [ j ) '~) 'x ( t ) ( j ) .  
j= 1 +ll~(n)+m(n)-t- 11 
But now 1 + I/~(n) + m(n) -  t - lJ : 1 + r ( f ,a ,n)  - 1 : r(f~,a,n) so 
w(Fc, a, t) = c(n) " ~ " x(t)(r(~v, a, n) ) = c(t)" Yc(t)(r(~v, a, n) ) . 
Likewise 
, ,  c(t) 
w(Yc, b, t) = ctn~" ~)"  Yc(t)(r(~v, a, n)) = c(t)" Yc(t)(r(~v, a, n)) = w(Yc, a, t). [] 
5. The canonical partition relations 
We address here the following problem. Find certain canonical colorings so that 
given any ~ e V* and any coloring fo r  FS( (S(7c, n)),~= 1 ), there is some refinement ~ of 
such that f agrees with one of the canonical colorings on FS((S(~v,n)),~= 1). We 
produce here six canonical colorings, none of which can be avoided in the strong sense 
that for each of them there exist ~ e V* and a coloring f of FS((S(Yc, n)),~= 1) so that 
whenever ~refines E, fagrees with the given coloring on FS((S(~v, n)),~= 1). (By way of 
contrast, in [8] the third clause cannot be proved to hold in this strong sense, that is, 
there is no coloring such that every solution is colored according to this third clause.) 
We also know that if a certain conjecture, which is inspired by the Erd6s-Graham 
canonical theorem for arithmetic progressions, holds then some of these six colorings 
must apply for some refinement ~of ~. 
We will have need of a multidimensional version of Theorem 2.7. 
Definition 5.1. Let ~ V* and let k~ ~. [FS((S(~,n));=l)- Ik< = {{al, a2, ... ,ak}: 
each ai ~ FS( ( S(Yc, n) ),% I ) and if i < k then max F (~c, ai) < min F (~c, ai+l) }. 
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Theorem 5.2. Let ~ e V* and let f :  1,FS((S(~,n))n%t)] k ~ {1,2 . . . . .  l}. There exists 
refining ~ such that f i s  constant on 1,FS((S(~, n))~=l)] k . 
Proof. [7, Theorem 3.3]. [] 
Our approach follows 
section, until after the 
f :FS((S(~,n)).%x) ~ N. 
closely that of Taylor in I-9]. We assume throughout this 
proof of Theorem 5.14, that we have ~e W and 
(By Theorem 3.4 we lose nothing by assuming that ~ e W.) 
Def in i t ion  5.3. Let A '~ = {h:{h: {1,2,3} ~ {1,2}}. Define g:1,FS((S(~,n)),~=I)] 3 
~ as follows: Given al, a2,aaeFS((S(~,n)),%l) with maxF(Y, a l )< 
min F(~,a2) ~< maxF(~,a2) < minF(Y, a3), let 
(a) g({al, a2,a3})(1) = 1 if and only if f (a l  + a2 + a3) =f (a0 .  
(b) g({at, a2,a3})(2) = 1 if and only if f (a l  + a2 + a3) =f(a3). 
(c) g({al,a2,a3})(3) = 1 if and only i f f (ax + a2 + a3) =f(ax + a3). 
By Theorem 5.2 we may, and do, assume that g is constant on 
[FS((S(~,n)),%x)] 3. We let he~ be the constant value of g on 
[FS( (S(~,n) )~=I)]2. 
Lemma 5.4. If h(1) = h(2) = 1, then there exists ~: refinin9 ;c such that f is constant on 
FS( (S(~, n) ).% 1 ). 
Proof. For n e ~ and i e {1, 2 . . . .  ,re(n)}, let ~(n)(i) = (c(n + 2)/c(n))' ~(n + 2)(i). 
Clearly ~ refines ~. Let al =~(1)(1) and a2 =2"~(2)(1). Then given any 
b ~ FS((S(~,n)).%I) we have {al,a2,b} ~ 1,FS((S(5~c,n)).%I)]3< so 9({al, a2,b})(1) = 
1 and 9({al,a2,b})(2) = 1 so f(b) =f(a l  + a2 + b) =f(al) .  [] 
Lemma 5.5. I f  h(1) = 1 and h(2) = 2, then there exists ~: refining 7c such that for all 
elements a, beFS((S(y:,n)),~=l) it is f (a )=f (b)  if and only if minF(~,a)= 
minf(~,b)  = n and r(y:,a,n) = f(~:,b,n). 
Proof. For each n e [~ and i e {1,2 . . . . .  m(n)} let z(n)(i)= (c(3n)/c(n)). ~(3n)(i)+ 
(c(3n + 1)/c(n)). ~(3n + 1)(i) + (c(3n + 2)/c(n))" ~(3n + 2)(i). Then F refines Y. Pick 
refining ~ as guaranteed by Theorem 4.4. 
Let a,b e FS((S(~,n)),%1) and assume first that min F(~,a) = min F(~,b) = n and 
r(~, a, n) = r(~, b, n). Then by '(d) implies (a)' of Theorem 4.4, min F~, a) = 
min F(~, b) = t and wE, a, t) = w(F, b, t). Let d = w(~, a, t). Then d = el + e2 + e3 
where exeS(Y,3t), e2eS(~,3t+l ) ,  and e3eS(Y, 3t+2) .  Also we have 
s,q e FS((S(~,I))~°=3t+3)u{O} such that a = el + e2 + e3 + s and b = el + e2 + 
e3 +q.  Then {el, e2,e3 +s} and {el,e2,e 3 +q} are in 1,FS((S(Tc, I)),~I)]a< so 
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g({el,e~,e3 + s})(1) = 1 = g({e~,ez, e3 + q})(1), thus 
f(a) =f(e~ + e2 + e3 + s) =f(e~)  =f(e~ + e2 + e3 + q) =f(b) .  
Now assume f(a) =f(b)  and suppose the conclusion fails. Then by '(c) implies (d)' of 
Theorem 4.4 we have min F(~, a) 4= F(Y, b). Therefore, without loss of generality, we 
can assume that t = min F(~, a) < min F(~, b). 
Let d = wf~,a,t) and pick el 6 S(Y, 3t), e2 e S(Yc, 3t + 1), and e 3 E S(Y, 3t + s) with 
d = el + e2 q- e3. Also pick s e FS((S(~c, I ))~=3t+3)~{O } with a = el + e2 + e3 q- S. 
Then {e~, e2, e3 + s}, {ea, e2, e3 + b}, and {e~ + e2, e3, b} are all in [FS((S(Yc, n))~= ~ )]3 
so g({el,e2,e3 + s})(1) = 1 = g({e~,ez,e3 + b})(1) and g({ea + e2,e3,b})(2) = 2 so 
f(a) =f(ex + ez + e3 q- S) =f(e l )  =f(e l  + e2 + e3 q- b) ~ f(b), 
a contradiction. [] 
The proof  of the following lemma is very similar to the proof  of Lemma 5.5 so we 
omit it. 
Lemma 5.6. I f  h(1) = 2 and h(2) = 1, then there exists ~ refining Yc so that for all 
elements a,b~FS((S(~,n))~=l) it is f (a )=f(b)  if and only if maxF(~,a)= 
max F(~, b) = n and r(~, a, n) = r(y, b, n). 
The next case we will consider is h(1) = h(2) = 2 and h(3) = 1. For this we need 
a prel iminary lemma. 
Lemma 5.7. I f  h(1)=2,  then there exists ~ refining ;c such that Jor all 
a,b 6 FS( (S(Tc, n) ),~=I), i fmaxF(~,a)  < maxF(y ,b) ,  then f(a) <f(b) .  
Proof. We construct ~ inductively. Let ~(1) = ~(1), let n e ~, and assume we have 
chosen ~(1), 7(2) . . . . .  f(n). Let B = FS((S(f, j))7=I),  let t=  max{f(a) :a E B}, and 
let I = max {max F(Y, a): a ~ S(~, n) }. Define ~p :FS( (S(Y, j ))j~=~) ~ { 1, 2, 3 } as follows 
for each b ~ FS((S(x,j))~:=I). 
(1) If min F(~, b) ~< l, then ~p(b) = 1. 
(2) If min F(~, b) > 1 and there exists a ~ B w {0} with f(a + b) <~ t, then ~p(b) = 2. 
(3) If minF(~,b)  > I and f (a + b) > t for all a ~ Bu{0},  then ¢p(b) = 3. 
By Theorem 2.7, choose ~ refining ~ such that ~p is constant on FS((S(~, j ))~: 1 ). We 
claim the constant value of ~p on FS((S(-~,j))f=I) is 3. Since ~ refines ~, it clearly 
cannot be 1 because minF(;c,c(l + 1)'~(l + 1)(1)) >~ 1 + 1. Suppose that the constant 
• oc ,  value is 2. Define a mapping z 'FS( (S (z , j ) ) s= l )~Bu{O } so that for each 
b e FS((S(-d, j ) ) ;=  1) one has f(z(b) + b) <~ t and pick by Theorem 2.7 some g refining 
so that z is constant on FS((S(fi, J ) ) ;= 1) and let a ~ B w {0} be this constant value. 
Now define 7 : FS((S(fi, j))~= 1 ) --* { 1,2 . . . . .  t} by 7 (b) = f(a + b). Applying Theorem 
2.7 one more time we get some ~ refining fi with ? constant on FS((S(-{,j))~ . '- 1)- Pick 
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d I G S(v, 1), d2 e (F, 2), and d3 G S(~, 3). Then {a + d,,d2,d3} G [FS((S(;c,j));=~)]~< 
so 9({a+dl,d2,d3})(1)=2, so f (a+d l  +dz+d3)¢ f (a+dl ) .  But da and 
dl + d2 + d3 are in FS((S(~,j));=i) so f(a + da + d2 + d3) = y(da + d2 + d3) = 
y(dl) =f(a + dl), a contradiction. []  
Thus, the constant value of q~ on FS((S(-~,j));=~) is 3. Let ~(n) = ~(n). 
Lemma 5.8. If  h(1) = h(2) = 2 and h(3) = 1, then there is some ~ refinin 9 ;c such that 
for all a,b ~ FS( (S(~,n) ~=~) it is f(a) =f(b)  if and only/fmin F(~,a) = minF(~,b)  
and r(~v,a, minF(~,a))=r(~,b, minF(~v,a)) and maxF(~,a)=maxF(~,b) and 
r(f,a, maxF(~v,a)) = r(f, bmaxF(~,b)). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.7 we may presume that for all a, beFS((S(2,n)),~=l), if 
maxF(2 ,a )  < maxF(~,b) ,  then f(a) <f(b) .  Define ~(n)(i) = (c(2n)/c(n)). ~(2n)(i) + 
(c (2n+l ) /c (n ) ) '~(2n+ 1)(i) for nGN and iG{1,2 . . . .  ,m(n)}. Then fi refines 2. 
Choose f refining fi as guaranteed by Theorem 4.4. We claim ~ is as required. 
Let a, b GFS((S(~,n))2=I) and assume first that minF(~,a)=minF(~,-b) 
and r(~,a, minF(~,a))=r(~,b, minF(]v,a)) and maxF(~,a)=maxF(f,b) and 
r(~, a, max F(~, a)) = r(f ,  b, max F(~, a)). Then using '(d) implies (a)' and '(h) implies (e)' 
of Theorem 4.4 we have minF(fi, a)=minF(~,b) and w(fi, a, minF(fi, a))= 
w(~,b, minF(~,a)) and maxF(f i ,  a) = maxF(f i ,  b) and w(~,a, minF(~,a)) = 
w(~,b, minF(fi, a)) and maxF(~,a)  = maxF(f i ,  b) and w(~,a, maxF(~,a)) = 
w(fi, b, max F(fi, a)). Next let d = w(~, a, min F(~, a)) and let e = w(fi, a, max F(fi, a)). If 
d = e, then a = d = e = h, so f(a)=f(b). Thus, we may assume d va e and hence 
minF(fi, a )<maxF( f i ,  a). Let l=minF( f i ,  a) and n=maxF(~,a) .  Then pick 
q, sGFS((S(~,i))'IZlll)u{O} so that a=d+q+e and b=d+s+e.  Pick 
V 1 E S(X, 21), /)2 ~ S(X, 21 + 1), /)3 E S(.~, 2n) and/)4 G S(~, 2n + 1) with d =/)1 + /)2 and 
e =/)3 +/)4. Then {/)1,/)2 + q +/)3,/)4} and {vl,v2 + s + v3,/)4} are in 
[FS( (S(~c,j ))~_ I )]3 so g( {vl,/)2 + q +/)3, v4}(2) = 1 and 9{/)1,/)2 + s +/)3,/)4})(2) = 
1 so f (a)  =f{vx + v2 + q +/)3 +/)4} =f(vl +/)4) =f(vl +/)2 + s + v3 +/)4) =f(b) .  
For  the other implication assume f(a) =f(b) .  Then max F(~, a) = max F(~, b) (since 
if we had, say max F(2, a) < max F(~, b) we would have f(a) < f(b)). Consequently, we 
have maxF(f i ,  a )= 2maxF(~,a)+ 1 = maxF(~,b).  Then using '(g) implies (h)' of 
Theorem 4.4 we have maxF(y:,a)=maxV(~,b) and r(f,a, maxV(~,a))= 
r(f,b, maxF(f,b)). Also using '(g) implies (e)' of Theorem 4.4 we have 
w(fi, a, max F(~, a)) = w(fi, b, max F(fi, a)). Let n = max F(~, a) and let d = w(fi, a, n). 
To complete the proof  we use Theorem 4.4 '(c) implies (d)'. It suffices to show 
minF(fi, a)=minF(fi, b). Suppose not, and let without loss of generality 
l = minF(~,a)  < minF(fi,  b). Pick s G FS((S(fi, j))~2tll)w{O} such that b = s + d. 
Let/) = w(fi, a,t) and pick q ~ FS((S(fi, j))~z_L1)u{O} such that a = v + q + d. Pick 
el G FS(Tc, 2/), e2 G F(Y, 21 + 1), e3 ~ F(~, 2n), and e 4 G F (x ,  2n + 1) with v = el + e2 
and d = ea + e4. Then {e~ + e2, q + e3, e4 }, {e, + e2, s + e3, e4 }, and {e~, ez, b} are in 
[FS((S(~c,j))~=~)] 3 so g({e~ + ez,s + ea,e4})(3) = 1, 9({e~ +e~,s + e3,e4})(3) = 1, 
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and g({e~,e2,b})(2) =2.  Then f(b) ¢f(e~ +ea + b) =f(e l  +e2 +s  +e3 +e4)  = 
f(ex + e2 + ea) =f(e~ + e2 -k- q q- e3 + e4) =f(a) ,  a contradiction. [] 
We need two more prel iminary lemmas before we can attack the case 
h(1) = h(2) = h(3) = 2. 
Definition 5.9. Let 7 ~ W, let k 6 ~, and let a e FS((S(7, n)),~=,). Define F( f ,  a, k) = 
{n ~ F (y ,a ) :n  > k}. 
Lemma 5.10. Assume h(1) = h(2) = h(3) = 2. There exists 7 refining ~c such that fi)r all 
a ,b~FS( (S(7 ,  n)),~=l), if there exists k~F(7 ,  a)AF(y,b) such that ~,,~v(i.,.k) 
w(y,a,n) = ~,,v(y,b,k) w(~v,b,n), then f(a) # f(b). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.7 we may presume that for all a,b ~ FS((S(~,n)) ,%l)  with 
maxF(Y,a)  < maxF(~,b)  one has f (a )<f (b) .  We construct inductively sequences 
(~(k))k% 1 and (Zk)~= 0 with the following properties: 
(1) ~o = ~, 
(2) Zk ~ W, 
(3) for k > 0, ~k refines ~k-1, 
(4) for k > 0, minF(~k-l,~k(1)(1)) />k, 
(5) for k > 0, ~(k) = ~k(k), 
(6) for k > 0, for all v ~ FS((S~k,,)),~=k +1) and all q, s ~ FS((S(~, n))k =, )W {0], if 
maxF(~,q)  ~ max F(~,s), then f (q  + v) vaf(s + v)(where 'max F(~,q) ~ max F( f ,s ) '  
includes the possibility that say q ~ 0 and s = 0). 
Observe that (3) and (4) combined tell us that FS((S(Yk,n))2-1) ~- 
FS( ( S(-Zk - ,, n) ).% k). 
TO ground the induction, let Zo -- 2, let y(l)(1) = 21(1)(1) = z0(1)(1) + 2.Jo(2)(1) 
and for n > 1 and for i~ {1,2 . . . . .  re(n)} let ~(n)(i) = c(n + 1)/c(n)'zo(n + 1)(i). 
Then hypotheses (1)-(5) follow immediately. To verify hypothesis (6), let 
v EFS((S(-zI,n))n~=2) and let q, s EFS((S(y,n))~,=,)u{O} with maxF(~,q)  va 
max F(~, s). Since FS((S(7, n)),1=1) = { Y(1)(1)}, this means without loss of generality 
that q = 7(1)(1) and s = 0. Now q + v = ~(1)(1) + 2. ~(2)(1) + v and 
{~(1)(1), 2.Y(2)(1),v} 6 [FS((S(;c,n)),~=I)] 3 so g({~(1)(1), 2"Y(2)(1),v})(2) = 2 so 
f (q + v) =f(.~(1)(1) + 2"Y(2)(1) + v) ~ f (v) = f (s + v). 
Assume the construction has continued through k - 1. For  the next step we define 
a coloring 09: [FS((S(Yk-l,n))~=k)] 2 ~ {1,2} as follows: for 
n oo ~_ Vl,t~2 ~ FS((S(2k-1,  ) )n=k) with maxF(~k_  1, Vl) < minF(2k_  1, v2) le t  (qO({b'l, U2} ) 1 
if and only if there exist elements s,q~ FS((S(f,n))k,s_I)~{O} with 
f (s  + v2) =f(q  + v~ + v2). By Theorem 5.2, pick ~k refining ~k- 1 SO that ~9 is constant 
oo 2 on [FS((S(Zk, n)),  = 1)] ~. We claim that the constant value is 2. 
Suppose instead the constant value is 1. Let B = FS((f ,n)k,;~)w{O} and define 
z:[FS((S(-~k,n)),~=l)]z< ~B×B so that if z({Vl,V2})=(s,q) then f ( s+v2)= 
f (q + v l + v2) (where of course max F(~k, Vl) < min F(Zk, V2)). Now pick ~ refining 
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oo 2 5k so that ~ is constant on the set [FS((S(u,n)).=~)]< and let (s,q) be the constant 
value of ~. Pick vl,v2,v3 ~ FS((S(fi, n)).~=I) with maxF(fi, v l )< minF(fi, v2) and 
maxF(fi, v2) < minF(fi, v3). Then {v~,v3} and {v~ + vz, v3} are in [FS((S(fi, n)).~=~)]z< 
so f (s  "[- 03) =f(q  + v~ + v3) and f (s  + v3) =f(q  + v~ + v2 + v3). But 
{q + v~, vz, v3 } e [FS((S(~, n))2= ~)]3, which follows from hypotheses (1), (4) and (5), 
so g({q + Vl, v2, v3})(3) = 2 so f (q  + Vl + v2 + v3) ¢f (q  + v~ + v3), a contradiction. 
Let y(k) = ~(k). Then hypotheses (1)-(5) are satisfied directly. For hypothesis (4) 
note that q0 was only defined on [FS( (S~_  1, n))2=~)]z<. To verify hypothesis (6) let 
veFS((S(-~k,n)),°~=K+,) and let q, seFS((S(]v,n))~,=~)~{O} with maxF(~,s )¢  
max F(~, q). Assume without loss of generality that max F(~, s) < max F(~, q) (includ- 
ing the possibility that s = 0). If max F(y, q) < k, the result follows from hypothesis (6) 
at k - 1, so we assume maxF(~,q) = k. Let q2 = w(]v,q,k) and let q~ = q - qz. Then 
q~, s ~ FS((S@, n))~.- ~) ~ {0} and {q2, V} ff [FS((SC~k, n)).~= k)'] 2 SO ~O({q2, V}) = 2 so 
f (s  + v) C f(q~ + q2 q- V) =f(q  + v) as required. 
The construction being complete, let a, b e FS((S(~v, n))2=~) and assume that we 
have k e f(~, a) A F(y, b) with 
w@, a, n) = ~ w(y, b, n). 
n~F(]v,a,k) n~F(y,b,k) 
Assume without loss of generality that k ~ F(y, a)\F(~, b). 
Let v ~ Y~.~Vty,,,k)w(y,a,n). If v = 0, then we have k = maxF(~,a)> maxF(y,b) 
and so maxF(Y,a) > maxF(~,b) so f(a) >f(b). Assume v :~ 0, let q = a - v and let 
s = b - v. Then v ~ FS((S~k,n)).~=k+~), and, q,s ~ FS((S(y,n))k.=~)u{O}, and 
k = maxF(y,q) > maxF(y,s) so f(a) =f (q  + v) ~f (s  + v) ¢ f ( s  + v) =f(b). [] 
Lemma 5.11. Assume h(1) = h(2) = h(3) = 2. Then there exists ~ refinin9 ;c such that 
for all elements a, b ~ FS( (S(y, n) ).~= 1 ) if there exists k ~ N with Z.  EVt~.,. k) W(~, a, n) = 
E,~vty, b,k) W(y,b,n) and either keF(y ,a)AF(y ,b) ,  or keF(~,a)c~F(~,b) and 
r@,a,k) ~ r@,b,k), then f(a) ~f(b). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.10 we may presume that if there is some k E F(~, a) A F(~, b) such 
that ~,Er~.,.k) w(Tc, a,n)= y~.~F~.b,k) w(~,b,n ) then f(a) v~ f(b). We define ~ in 
a fashion similar to that done in the proof of Theorem 4.4 (except hat we are 
concerned here with minimums). Define a sequence (/~(n))~=l by u(1)= 1 and 
I~(n+l)=p(n)+m(n) .  For a~N and j6{1 ,2  . . . .  ,m(n)}, let ~(n)( j )= 
y,~.)+j-1 (c(t)/c(n)).Yc(t)(j). Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 4.4 we have that t = u(n) 
refines 2. Observe that for any a 6 FS((S(~v,n))~=I) and any n • F(~v,a) we have 
r(y,,a,n) 
w(y,a,n)= Z 2(y,a,n)(j).~(n)(j) 
j= l  
~(~ .... ),(,)+j-1 c(t) 
= Z ~ 2(Y,a,n)(J)'~-77S..~'Yc(t)(J) 
j=  1 t =t~(n) cV~] 
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= ~ Z 2(~v,a,n~)~'~)'~(t)(j). 
t = ~(n) j=t-#(n)+ 1
Thus, given t ~ F(~, a), if n ~ ~ with #(n) ~< t < l~(n + 1), it follows w(~, a, t) = v '(y .... ) Zl, t -  #(n)+ 1 
2(7, a, n)(j)'(c(t)/e(n))" 7c(t)(j). Also 
r(~,a) = U {/~(n),/~(n) + 1, . . . , r (7,  a,n ) -  1}. 
n~F(~,a) 
Now let a, b and k be given as in the statement of the lemma. Assume without loss of 
generality that either k~F(~,a)\F(~,b) or k~F(7,a)nF(~,b) and r(~,a,k)> 
r(7, b,k ). In either case, let l= l~(k)+r(7,a,k) -1 .  Then l~F(Jc, a)\F(Yc, b). If 
keF(7,b) then F(~,b)n{t~(k),g(k) + 1 . . . . .  #(k + 1) - 1} = 0. If k ~ F(7,b) and 
r(~,b,k) < r(~,a,k), then F(Yc, b)n{#(k),l~(k) + 1, ... ,l~(k + 1) - 1} = 
{/~(k),/t(k) + 1 . . . . .  It(k) + r(~,b,k) - 1}. 
Moreover,  
f(Tc, a, l) = U 
n~F(~,a,k) 
U 
n~F(~,b,k) 
{/~(n),p(n) + 1, ... ,p(n) + r(~,a,n) -- 1} 
SO 
{p(n),#(n) + 1 ... .  ,#(n) + r(y,b,n) - 1} = F(~,b,l) 
,u(n)+r(~,b,n)- I r (y ,a ,n )  
E w(~c,a,t)= E E E 
teF(~,a,l) n~F(~,a,k) t=#(n)  j=r - / t (n )  + 1 
Hence f(a) v~ f(b). [] 
c( t )  . . . .  
2(~, a, n)( j ). -~  " xit)( j ) . 
r(~,a,n) tt(n)+ j -  1 
E E E 
n~F('~,a,k) j= l t=~(n) 
c(t) . . . .  2(7, a, n)( j ) . -~  " x t  O( j ) . 
= E E w(7,b,.) 
neF(~,n,k) neF(y,b,k) 
= ~ w(~,b,t). 
~F(~,b,l) 
As our final prel iminary we have: 
Lemma 5.12. Assume h(1) = h(2) = h(3) = 3 and that for all a, b e FS((S(x, n)},= 1) if 
a~b then f(a)=f(b). Then there exists ~ refining ~ such that for all 
a,b ~ FS( (S(7,n) .~ I), f(a) =f(b)  if and only if a ~y b. 
Proof. Pick ~ as guaranteed by Lemma 5.11. One implication follows immediately 
from Theorem 4.3 so assume a, b eFS((S(~,n)),~=l) and a~yb. Pick k so that 
F(~,a,k)=F(~,b,k) and for each n eF(7, a,k), r(y,a,n)=r(7, b,n) and either 
k ~ F(~,a)AF(~,b) or k ~ F(~,a)nF(7,b) and r(~,a,k) ~ r(~,b,k). If F(~,a,k) = 0, 
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the conditions of Lemma 5.11 are satisfied and hence f(a) ¢f(b). Thus, we assume 
V@,a,k) ~ O. 
Let d = ~,~e(;,,~)\rt;.,,k) w@, a, n) + ~,n~F(~,a,k) W(~2, b, n). Then b and d satisfy the 
condition of Lemma 5.11 so f(b) ~f(d). Also d ,,~y a so f(d) =f(a).  Thus, f(b) v~f(a) 
as required. [] 
For the main result of this section we need to assume the validity of the following 
conjecture. The rationale for the conjecture comes from the theorem of Erd6s and 
Graham [3]: If f :  N --* N there are arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions on which 
f i s  either one-to-one or constant. 
Conjecture 5.13. Given any ~ e W and any coloring ~o:FS((S(~, n)),~= 1) ~ N there 
exists ~ refining f such that q~ is either one-to-one on FS((S(g, n)),~= 1) or constant on 
~-equivalence classes of FS( (S(~, n)),~= 1). 
Claim 5.14. If  Conjecture 5.13 is valid, then 9iven ~c ~ W and f: FS( (S(Tc, n) ),~= 1 ) --* N, 
there exists ~ refinin9 ;c such that one of the followin9 six statements holds. 
(a) For all a, b e FS((S(p, n)).~= 1), f(a) =f(b). 
(b) Vor all a, beFS((S@,n)).~=l), f(a)=f(b) if and only if minV@,a)= 
min F@, b) and r(~, a, min F(~, a)) = r(~, b, min V@, b)). 
(c) For all a, beFS((S@,n)),~=l), f(a)=f(b) if and only if maxF@,a)= 
maxV@,b) and r(y:,a, maxF@,a)) = r(y,b, maxF@,b)). 
(d) For all a, beFS((S(~,n)),~=l), f(a)=f(b) if and only if minV(~,a)= 
min F@, b) and r(~, a, min F@, a)) = r(~, b, min F(~, b)) and max F(~, a) = max F(~, b) 
and also r(~, a, max F(y, a)) = r(p, b, max F(p, b)). 
(e) For all a,b ~ FS((S(~,n)),~=I), f(a) =f(b)  if and only if a ,,~ b. 
(f) For all a,b ~ FS( (S@,n) )~= a), f(a) =f(b)  if and only if a = b. 
Proof. We are assuming 9 is constantly equal to h on [FS((S(Yc, n)),~=l)]s<. If
h(1) = h(2) = 1, clause (a) applies by Lemma 5.4. If h(1) = 1 and h(2) = 2, clause (b) 
applies by Lemma 5.5. If h(1) = 2 and h(2) = 1, clause (c) applies by Lemma 5.6. If 
h(1) = h(2) = 2 and h(3) = 1, clause (d) applies by Lemma 5.8. Assume then that 
h(1) = h(2) -- h(3) = 2. By the assumed validity of Conjecture 5.13 we can assume that 
either f is one-to-one on FS((S(Tc, n)),~= 1), in which case clause (f) applies, or f is 
constant on the ~-equivalence classes in which case clause (e) applies by Lemma 
5.12. [] 
Theorem 5.15. Regardless of the validity of Conjecture 5.13, none of the clauses of Claim 
5.14 can be dispensed with. 
Proof. I f~ e W and f i s  defined on FS((S(Y,n))2=I) in accordance with any one of 
the six clauses of Claim 5.14 and if ~ is any refinement of 2, then the same clause 
applies to the set FS((S(]v, n))2~= 1 ). 
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Indeed this is immediate for clauses (a) and (f) and Theorem 4.3 yields the result for 
clause (e). The other three are similar. We shall consider clause (c). We let 
a,b ~ FS( (S(y ,n) )~: l )  and show that min F(~,a) = min F(~, b) and 
r(~v,a, minF( f ,a) )  = r(f,b, minF(~v,b)) if and only if m inF(~,a)= minF(Y ,b )and  
r(Yc, a, minF(Yc, a)) = r(Yc, b, minF(;c,b)). Assume first n = minF(~,a)  = minF(~,h) 
and r(y, a, n) = r(~, b, n). By Theorem 4.2(b) we have 
rain F(~, a) = min F(Y, c(n)'f(n)(r(f, a, n))) = rain F(~, c(n). ~(n)(r(~, b, n))) 
= min F(~, b). 
By Theorem 4.2(c), if t = min F(~, a), we get 
r(~, a, t) = r(~, c(n)" ~(n)(r(f, a, n)), t) = r(;c, c(n)" f(n)(r(f, b, n)), t) = r(~, h, t). 
Now assume t = minF(~,a)= minF(~,b) and r(x,a,t)= r(2, b,t). Pick n e F(~,a) 
and s ~ F(f ,b) with 
t e F(~, c(n)" ~(n)(r(p, a, n)))c~ F(2, c(s)" f(s)(r(~, a, s))). 
Then n = s, since the intersection above is nonempty and in fact 
n = min F(~, a) = min F(~, b). If one had said r(f, a, n) < r(~, b, n) then Theorem 4.2(c) 
and Lemma 3.5(c) would yield 
r(~, a, t) = r(~, c(n)" ~(n)(r(~, a, n)), t) 
< r(;c,c(n).~(n)(r(~,b,n)),t) = r(Tc, b,t)). [] 
We close with an observation regarding our Conjecture 5.13. Assume as in Section 
5 that we have g constantly equal to h on [FS((S(Yc, n)),-~_ 1)]3<. By Lemmas 5.4-5.6, 
and 5.8 we have that f is constant on the ~z-equivalence classes except possibly if 
h(1) = h(2) = h(3) = 2. In fact, Claim 5.14 is valid without the assumption of Conjec- 
ture 5.13 if and only if Conjecture 5.13 holds. The sufficiency was proved in the proof 
of Claim 5.14. On the other hand, if any of the first five clauses holds, then f is  constant 
on the ~y-equivalence lasses. 
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